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ABSTRACT
The problem of collision among independent transportation units in a typical transportation network with the help of an efficient
collision avoidance algorithm is proposed. The proposed algorithm takes care of a collision-free transportation system in such a
way that no two transportation unit will ever collide at any time at any node. It uses a smart prediction mechanism to prevent any
possible scheduling that may terminate indefinitely thereby ensuring and preventing any collision what so ever before it can
actually materialized. The main objective is fulfilled by integrating the intelligence into source node. In support of its ingenuity,
typical experimental results are provided which depicts satisfactory performance in achieving collision-free movement of different
independent transportation units in a typical transportation system.
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1.INTRODUCTION
Transportation Engineering, a sub-discipline of Civil Engineering and industrial Engineering, is an application of
technology and scientific principles aiming to plan, operate, design and manage different facilities for different
transportation modes in order to achieve safe, efficient, flexible, rapid and economical movement of different
transportation units in a transportation network. The transportation systems are the building blocks of modern society, are
thriving the country’s economy and improving quality of life. It finds an extensive application mainly in air, highway,
railway, and waterway transportations. It is a matter of utmost concern to achieve safety in all of these different
transportation networks to provide a flawless service in respective systems. Collision avoidance has thus become
inevitably an imperative part of modern transportation systems in connection to achieving maximum safety in both
traditional and intelligent transport systems. It is a rapidly growing technology finding immense application in
automobile safety system in reducing the severity of accidents being popularly known as pre-crash system [1], in railway
safety and signalling for all railroads [2], in large vessel at sea that are not within range of shore-based system by using
AIS, in commercial airlines to avoid mid-air collisions in networking with CSMA and several other fields. In recent times
worldwide research is focused on IEEE 802.15.4 / Zigbee protocol was introduced with an objective to solve collision
problem in IEEE 802.15.4 LR-WPANs. A novel channel scheduling scheme, an adaptive method with fast recovery [3].
The proposed scheme is aimed at minimizing the possibilities of beacon collision by efficiently managing the multiple
available channels in a hybrid manner combining proactive and reactive methods. Surveys on the co-existence between
IEEE 802.11 (2.4 GHz Wireless Network) and IEEE 802.15.4-based wireless network are being carried out to underline
various issues in the field for further research related to collision avoidance between them [4]-[5]. Studies have also been
carried out on different CSMA/CA IEEE 802.11 based implementations. Analysis was done on the access protocol
performance in terms of available throughput, access delay and packet dropping. A comparative study on the performance
of CSMA/CA vs. CSMA/CD used in wired LANs that are based on IEEE 802.3 standards has also been reported [6]. An
efficient method of avoiding train collisions in railway transportation system using vibrating sensors and Zigbee
technology is available in literature [7]. Data using wireless communication technology or signals over a part of the entire
communication network were transferred. The wireless implementation of sensor network ensures safety in terms of
saving lives and property and the collision avoidance system also implemented at various nodes viz., server side node,
train side node, track side node and station side node. Also feasibility studies on two methods of crack detection in rail
networks and avoidance of collision between the rails have been reported [8]. The collision avoidance algorithm related to
state estimation introduces the concept of force field and warning function in the roundabout [9]. Vehicles, by selecting
the safety operation mode, avoid the conflict area and pass the merging points by following a specific collision avoidance
algorithm. A supervisor based on a hybrid algorithm helping in the synthesis of a least restrictive controller is reported in
literature [10] for collision avoidance in case of multiple vehicle at an intersection. Research is also focused on intelligent
collision avoidance and adaptive cruise control. Recent developments and research trends in collision avoidance warning
system and automation of vehicle longitudinal/ lateral control tasks has been reported [11]. The emphasis is focussed on
the initiation for automation in different levels of transportation system with specific emphasise on vehicle level
automation. Another interesting application domain of collision avoidance is commercial airlines which witness a series
of mid-air collision. Collision avoidance systems for both manned and unmanned aircraft must reliably prevent collision
with minimising alerts. The state-of-the-art in Collision avoidance related with air traffic involves the introduction of
TCAS (Traffic Collision Avoidance System) and its further modification to provide utmost safety without any sort of
interference with normal, safety operation [12]. The robustness of collision avoidance optimization to modelling errors
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has also been reported [13]. Moreover in cases where only some of the problem dimensions are controllable, research is
being carried out in reducing the complexity of computing the optimal strategy [14]. Such an approach finds application
in aircraft collision avoidance when the system recommends manoeuvres to an imperfect pilot. Also a new approach for
designing safer collision avoidance system, a modification over existing TCAS (Traffic Alert Collision Avoidance
System) logic, has been proposed [15]. The approach involves leveraging recent advances in computation to automatically
derive optimized collision avoidance logic directly from encounter models and performance metrics with an outline on
anticipated impact on development, safety and operation.The Automatic Identification System (AIS), an almost replica of
collision avoidance, is basically an automatic tracking system used on ships and by VTS (Vessel Traffic Session) for
identifying and tracking of vessels by electronically exchanging data with other nearby ships, AIS base stations and
satellites. The AIS system presents collision among large vessels at sea that are not within range of shore based systems.
The proposal for the establishment of a regional AIS application specific message register has been reported in literature
[16].Thus considering the wide popularity and immense, diversified application of collision avoidance in transportation
engineering the authors were inspired to propose a new efficient graph based collision avoidance algorithm using
dynamic Reference Set method in resolving the collision among independent network transportation units. The proposed
algorithm aims at preventing collision before it happens by centralising the intelligence into source node. The
implementation of the proposed algorithm in near future will surely strengthen transportation engineering and build a
modern society free from any type of collision at any node at any instance between any two transportation units.

2.DESIGN METHODOLOGY OF COLLISION-FREE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
2.1. SIGNAL SET AND DYNAMIC REFERENCE SET IMPLEMENTATION:- A Signal set (SDestination) is defined here as a set of
nodes of a network such that any node ni of SDestination may be needed exclusively by any transportation unit Ej at any time
Tk to travel from a given source node to a given destination node. A Dynamic Reference Set (Rk), on the other hand, is
defined here as set of pair of a node ni and an transportation unit Ej ((ni , Ej)) of a Network (N) where each node
ni SDestination such that, for any two pair (nα, Eβ), (nγ, Eδ), nα nγ and Eβ Eδ except Source and Destination at any time
instance Tk for any transportation unit Ej, Source, Destination. The authors have designed a new algorithm to eradicate
the problem of collision avoidance among the transportation units for a typical collision-free transportation system. The
algorithm takes into consideration the smart Set (Signal Set) of nodes (SDestination) which is a subset of the set of all nodes
(N) of the network and before selecting next node for each transportation unit Ej at any time Tk the algorithm refers the
Signal Set which in turn provides knowledge to the algorithm regarding the status of the node. It also utilizes Dynamic
Reference Set (Rk), typically needed for knowing the status of nodes belonging to Signal Set, thereby assuring the
prevention of faulty allotment of any node n i of Signal Set (SDestination) to any transportation unit Ej for any given Source
and Destination. The authors have designed an algorithm for generating the Signal Set for any given destination of any
typical network as depicted through Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Signal_Generator (Destination)
//G[1:n][1:n] is the graph depicting the Network (N). Signal Set[1:n] holds the status of Signal Set (SDestination).
//visited[1:n] is an array which holds the visiting status of the node and all elements are initialized to false, //visited[i] set
to true if algorithm has already visited node i.
1. push (Destination)
2. visited[Destination]←1
3. do until Stack is empty
4. x←pop()
5. Signal Set[x]←1
6. Repeat until i = | N |
7.
Check if (G[i][x] ≠ 0 and visited[i] = 0) then
8.
push(i)
9.
visited[i] = 1
10.
end if
11.
next i
12. wend
2.2. THE PROPOSED COLLISION AVOIDANCE ALGORITHM
The algorithm designed by the authors considers both the Signal Set and Dynamic Reference Set in scheduling multiple
transportation units in a Network in order to avoid collision between multiple transportation units travelling from a given
‘Source’ node to another ‘Destination’ node at any time instance. One fundamental criterion about transportation units is
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that the transportation units are scheduled in descending order of priorities i.e. for any α < β, priority of Eα is greater than
priority of Eβ. The Network is taken as a non-weighted simple graph where each transportation unit takes same amount of
time to travel through any edge. The working procedure of the proposed algorithm takes care of the following:
1. The Signal_Set generates the Signal set first for given Source and Destination.
2. The algorithm starts scheduling transportation units for each time instance (T k) until all the transportation units reach
the Destination node.Algorithm 2 depicts the collision avoidance algorithm proposed by the authors for a typical
collision-free transportation system. Figure 1 depicts a typical networking system, before being processed by
Signal_Generator comprising of a set of nodes N = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10} where nodes ‘1’ and ‘8’ are designated as
source and destination respectively. Figure 2 on the other hand represents the same network after being processed with
Signal_Generator. The nodes which can be used by any transportation unit Ej at any time Tk are denoted by Green and
nodes which must be avoided are kept in red and the executed Signal Set = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8}. Figure 3 is the
visualisation of Dynamic Reference Set R2 at time instance T2 and is shown by the red coloured bounded region. The
transportation units are represented by respective boxes with its nearest node acquired by it thereby creating nodetransportation unit pairs. At time instance T2 transportation unit E4 possesses node n2, hence the pair is (n 2, E4) and so on
ultimately leading to a total of 5 such pairs.
Algorithm 2: Collision Avoidance
//G[1:n][1:n] is the graph depicting the Network (N). flag is initialized to 1. num_e is the number of transportation //units
and num_v = |N|. Present_Position[i] holds the node acquired by transportation uniti. //Dynamic_Reference_Set[]
implements Dynamic Reference Set (Rk). Signal_Set[] implements Signal Set //(SDestination). t is initialized to 0. It holds
the time instance (Tk).
1. until flag = 1 do
2. set flag = 0
3. repeat for e = 1 to num_e
4.
if Present_Position[e] Destination then
5.
set flag = 1
6.
repeat for j = 0 to num_v
7.
if G[Present_Position[e]][j] = 1 and Dynamic_Reference_Set[j] = 0
8.
and visited[e][j] = 0 and Signal_Set[j] = 1 then
9.
set Dynamic_Reference_Set[Present_Position[e]] = 0
10.
set visited[e][j] = 1
11.
set Dynamic_Reference_Set[j] = e
12.
Present_Position[e] = j
13.
break
14.
end if
15.
next j
16.
end if
17.
set Dynamic_Reference_Set[Destination] = 0
18.
next e
19.
set t = t + 1
20.
if flag = 1 then
21.
print Present_Position
22.
end if
23. wend

Figure 1: A typical Network (N1)before
Signal_Generator is being applied

Figure 2: Network of Figure. 1 after Signal_Generator
is being applied

Figure 3: Dynamic Reference Set at Time instance T2 of Network in Figure. 1 having 8 entities
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3. RESULT & DISCUSSION
The priority constraint is kept in mind while proposing the Collision Avoidance algorithm such that for any α < β, Eα will
reach the destination before Eβ. Considering scheduling of λ number of transportation units, for all α < λ, priority of E λ is
less than Eα. Thus Eλ is expected to be the last transportation unit to reach the desired destination. To estimate the
maximum time required for one transportation unit Ej (j ≤ λ) to reach the destination the authors have divided the whole
network into several layers depending on the Source and Destination node. Here a Layer (Lc) is considered as a set of
nodes where each node ni Lc and ni SDestination and each ni is almost at same distance from Source, except Source and
Destination provided that for any α and γ there will be no connection between n α and nγ. In this context the far and close
distance is thought in terms of how much time a transportation unit has taken to travel to one node from another node.

Figure 4: Layering of Network depicted in Figure 1
Figure 4 depicts a typical Layering of Network (Figure. 1) leading to a number of multiple Layers. For instance L1 = {1,
2, 3} and these nodes can be reached in equal time from Source. A Layer may contain ω number of nodes where
ω<
| SDestination | must hold, as the authors are concerned about the intermediate nodes through which transportation units will
travel from Source and destination. Thus Source and destination are excluded in any Layer. At least one node of a Layer
must be empty such that a transportation unit gets a chance to enter the Layer. For ε no of Layers of a Network, every
transportation unit will take (ε + 1) amount of time (Actual Cost) if it doesn’t have to wait at any node. But generally if
the number of transportation units having greater priorities is at least one then the transportation unit of our interest must
have to wait (Redundant Cost) until those higher priority transportation units leave the layer unless next Layer accepts
sufficient amount of transportation units at any time instance. Hence total time (Required Time) taken by a transportation
unit Ej to travel from Source to Destination is Required Time = Actual Cost + Redundant Cost. For a Layer, the Intake
Capacity (I(Lc)) is the number of incoming paths of that Layer and the Release Capacity (R(Lc)) is the number of
outgoing paths of the same. There can be multiple transportation units in a Layer at any instance of time Tk where
number of transportation units must be less than or equal to the Layer Capacity (C(Lc)) which is the cardinality of the set
Lc. For a Layer, the source or destination node is reservoir of infinite Intake Capacity or Release Capacity. A
transportation unit can only be released from a Layer Lc iff all the transportation units having higher priorities have
already been released from the Layer Lc and have been accepted by the next Layer. Thus if I(Lc) >R(Lc) for any Layer Lc,
then I(Lc)
if I(Lc)

R(Lc) number of transportation units have to wait for at least one time instance in Lc. It is thus evident that

R(Lc) for any Layer Lc, no transportation unit has to wait in Lc. The waiting time of a transportation unit Ej can

be calculated taking into consideration the Intake-Release Status (IRS) of the Layers through which it has travelled. An
exhaustive study of the IRS of the transportation units is carried out by the authors and one such typical IRS of
transportation unit E5 is reflected in Table 1. Intake is the number of transportation units which have been accepted by
any Layer Lc at time instance Tk and Release denotes the number of transportation units which are leaving any Layer Lc
at time instance Tk. The letter ‘W’ denotes that any transportation unit Ej is waiting in any Layer Lc at time instance Tk
while ‘T’ denotes its travelling status. Thus counting number of ‘W’s, the total waiting time (Redundant Cost) of that
transportation unit can be calculated. Time requirement analysis reflects the maximum Required Time of a transportation
unit Ej. The algorithm proposed is tested upon several Networks with different number of transportation units. For
instance Figure 5 depicts the scheduling of 9 transportation units in the Network depicted in Figure 1. The Scheduler’s
table depicts the scheduling of transportation units between Source (1) and destination (8). At any instance of time Tk the
Scheduler’s table reflects the occupancy of different nodes of different Layers by travelling transportation units. Presence
of same colour code at any column of the Scheduler’s table indicates that the corresponding transportation unit didn’t get
the opportunity to leave the Layer due to presence of higher order transportation units or absence of empty nodes in next
Layer.
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Table1: Intake-Release Status (IRS) of the transportation unit E5

IRS of Source

IRS of L1

Transportation unit Status
Waiting (W)
Travelling (T)
Travelling (T)
Waiting (W)
Travelling (T)

IRS of L2
Travelling (T)

IRS of Destination
Travelling (T)
Travelling (T)

Time Instance
1
2
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
5

Intake
3
2
2
2
0
2
2
2
0
0
2
2
2

Release
3
2
0
2
2
2
0
0
2
2
-

Figure 5: Scheduler’s Table: scheduling of 9 transportation units in the Network depicted in Figure 1 with Source ‘1’ and
Destination ‘8’
Figure 6 depicts the allotment status of different nodes of the Network (Figure 1) where Source and Destination have an
infinite holding capacity of transportation units. The intermediate nodes, travelled by the transportation units have
different Loads which signifies the total amount of time for which a node is acquired by any of the transportation units.
The figure reveals which node is overloaded in the Network. It is observed that more is the value of ‘Busy’ time more is
the efficiency of that particular node. The analysis hints at optimum utilization of resources in the Network. For example
n5 is ‘Busy’ for ‘5’ time instances; hence the utilization for it is 62.5% while for n 2 it is 50%. resources in the Network.
For example n5 is ‘Busy’ for ‘5’ time instances; hence the utilization for it is 62.5% while for n 2 it is 50%.
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Figure 6:- Allotment status of Different nodes of Network depicted in Figure 1 with 9 transportation units.
The graphical representation of scheduling of 9 different transportation units in the Network (Figure 1) is as depicted in
Figure 7. The graph reveals a plot of node vs. time instance where the time instance starts from ‘1’ and reflects the status
of each transportation unit along with corresponding nodes. It also expresses the waiting status of the transportation units
as they travel through the network. For example at time instance ‘2’ E1 is at node ‘2’, E2 is at node ‘3’, E3 is at node ‘4’
rest of the transportation units are still at Source (node ‘1’).

Figure 7:- Graphical representation of movements of transportation units in the Network depicted in Figure 1
having 9 transportation units.

4.CONCLUSION
For a typical transportation system, an absolute new approach has been reflected by the authors in order to avoid any
possibility of collision. The collision avoidance algorithm designed aiming at scheduling independent transportation units
in preventing collision is a novel approach and has been tested successfully. The performance characteristic of the
proposed algorithm gives a very satisfactory result. The proposed Collision avoidance based algorithm maximizes the
utilization of resource in a typical transportation system by analysing the time requirement of a transportation unit to
travel from source to destination. The proposed methodology is elaborative and shows no collision among the different
travelling independent transportation units. The present work is novel of its kind and will be of great help in near future
to the worldwide research community in opening a new window in the Transportation Engineering domain.
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